¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 12 días

Día 1 · UK-Moscow
Arrive at your UK departure airport, ready to board a flight to Moscow. Arrive in Moscow, the cosmopolitan capital of Russia and home of the Kremlin. Transfer
to the port and board the ship where the rest of the day will be at your leisure to get comfortable and enjoy the amenities of the ship. Dinner and overnight
stay.

Día 2 · Moscow
Breakfast and dinner on board. In the morning, enjoy a fascinating panoramic tour of the city including the most important sights of the Russian capital. At
lunchtime, enjoy a traditional Russian lunch with delicious dishes of Russian cuisine in a restaurant in the city. Later, visit the heart of the Russian capital, the
Kremlin. In the territory of this fortified enclosure are several cathedrals, museums and of course the official residence of the President of Russia. Admire its
majestic facade and reflect on its significance, worldwide. Return to the ship for a night on board.

Día 3 · Moscow
Full board. Today, spend the day at your leisure, further explore the metropolis of Moscow or perhaps taking the optional excursions available whilst on board.
Early in the afternoon, the ship's navigation begins as you start your journey along the wonderful Volga river. Enjoy a Welcome Cocktail on board as you set off.
Night on board.

Día 4 · Úglich
Full board . Observe the captivating landscapes as you navigate along the largest and mightiest river in Europe, the Volga. After lunch , arrive at Úglich, a
medieval city that is part of the well-known "Golden Ring" of Russia. This small town witnessed important events throughout history. It was here that in 1591 the
last offspring of the Ryurik dynasty died, the son of infamous Ivan the Terrible, Prince Dimitri. Enjoy a tour around the city centre. During the walk through the
old town, your guide will uncover the hidden histories of this historic town. Night on board

Día 5 · Yaroslavl
Full board. Early in the morning, arrive in Yaroslavl, an important Russian medieval city. It is home the significant Monastery of the Saviour. Take a city tour
and explore within its precinct to uncover the centuries-old monuments. Also, visit the beautiful Cathedral of San Nicolás and the Governor's House. At lunch
return to the ship to continue your journey on board. Night on board.

Día 6 · Goritsy
Full board. Today, cross the colossal system of rivers, canals and reservoirs called the Volga-Baltic channel, completed in the Soviet era and united the five
Russian seas. Arrive in charming Goritsy, a village located in a region of lush forests, lakes of pure water and unique northern nature. Here, enjoy a visit to the
monastery of San Cirilo on the picturesque White Lake. Night on board

Día 7 · Kizhi
Full board. The first part of the day gives you an opportunity to admire the beauty of Lake Onega, one of the largest in Europe. At the northern end of the lake
is the small island of Kizhi, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO for the architectural wooden ensemble built on this island. The Transfiguration
Cathedral is the main attraction of this isolated island. Enjoy a tour the Cathedral and learn about local life in this untouched environment. Night on board

Día 8 · Mándrogui
Breakfast and dinner on board. After breakfast, arrive at the tiny village of Mándrogui on the banks of the Svir River, the waterway that connects the Onega
and Ládoga lakes. The houses of this picturesque village are adorned with all kinds of carvings and wooden ornaments. We recommend enjoying a walk
through the forest that surrounds it or buying a unique souvenir made by local artisans. Alternatively, visit the Vodka Museum. In the evening, return to the ship
at your leisure for the Captain's Dinner and Gala night . Night on board

Día 9 · St Petersburg
Breakfast and dinner on board. After breakfast, embark on a city tour through the "Venice of the North", St. Petersburg. This beautiful city hosts many
buildings of great tourist interest: the Winter Palace, St. Isaac's Cathedral, the Church of St. Savior on the Spilled Blood, the Cathedral of the Virgin of Kazan,
the Admiralty, the fortress of St. Peter and St. Pablo, numerous palaces of the Russian nobility. After lunch at a restaurant in the city, a visit to the world's
most important museum, Hermitage, will uncover the riches of world art accumulated here by the ambitious Russian Tsars. Night on board

Día 10 · St Petersburg
Breakfast and dinner on board. This morning, visit the summer residence of the Emperor Peter I. Peterhof is a group of palaces and parks adorned by
hundreds of sculptures, fountains and waterfalls. Visit the lower park and marvel at the wonderful landscapes and sculptures. Spend the afternoon at your
leisure, enjoying the atmosphere of the city. Night on board

Día 11 · St Petersburg
Full board. Spend the day at your leisure, exploring the museums, palaces and shopping boulevards of the city, or alternatively join the optional excursions
available on board. Night on board.

Día 12 · St Petersburg - UK
Breakfast on board before disembarking the ship and transferring to the airport. Check-in for your flight back to the UK. Arrive in the UK and end of your trip.
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